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The cetecom advanced GmbH (including CETECOM Japan K.K. location) is a global technology service 

provider in telecommunications, audio and information technology for industries such as the automotive 

industry, mechanical engineering or medical devices. The cetecom advanced GmbH stands worldwide for 

independent consulting, qualified testing and accredited certification in the above-mentioned technologies. 

 

 

To strengthen our „Smart Card and Identification“ Team in Japan, we are looking for a 

  

Senior Manager in Testing Department / Lab Manager   (m/f/d)  
 

in full or part-time in permanent position.  

 

Your Tasks  

Organization and management of Testing Department SmartCard at CETECOM Japan including the 
company organization of human resources, quality assurance, customer satisfaction and Finance. 
 
Coordination with other department and company management to maximize revenue and profitability of 
the Testing department. 
 
Cooperation with other CETECOM locations offering. The other locations are cetecom advanced GmbH 
in Germany, cetecom Inc in USA and cetecom Korea.  
 
Business development activities such as customer visits, training sessions, development of presentation 
material, conferences, etc.  
 
Participation, preparation and representation of CETECOM in technical seminars and other similar events. 
 

Your Profile 

• Completed studies in the field of communications engineering, information technology, 
communications technology, computer science or a comparable education or career changer 
with a technical background or alternatively a successfully completed vocational training in the 
field of electronics technician information- and telecommunications technology, technician 
computer science (network technology), IT systems electronics technician or similar  

• Interest in working in the field of electronic payment, electronic tickets, electronic health card, 
electronic passports/ID cards 

• Individuality, practical thinking and acting 
• Ability to work in a team, enjoying open and communicative interactions with our customers 
• Good knowledge of English, both written and spoken  
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If you see your challenge in the above described tasks, we look forward to receiving your application. 

Please send us your application documents including your availability and your salary expectations by E-

Mail to jobs@cetecomadvanced.com or per WhatsApp to +49 (0) 173 87 80286. 

 

Your contact person: 

Natalie Romberg 

HR Generalist - Human Resources  

+49 (0) 2054 / 9519-990 

 

cetecom advanced GmbH  

Im Teelbruch 116  

45219 Essen 

 

For data protection reasons, we recommend that you choose encrypted transmission when applying by 

email. 

 

Join cetecom – the number 1 in wireless technology! 
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